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Theater review: “How I Got That
Story” provides thoughtprovoking
drama about
war. PAGE 7E

August’s profile of a well-designed living space
Take a look at a photo gallery of the home at www.newsobserver.com, search ‘home.’

a unified flow

By removing a major load-bearing wall that ran parallel to the front of the Ball Residence, renovators formed a generous space that
unites the living room, dining room and kitchen. A steel beam was added to the attic to support the weight of the ceiling and roof.
The continuous plane that results makes a 2,200-square-foot house feel much larger than it is.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF JAMES WEST

A ranch reimagined
Home of the Month, a collaboration with the N.C. State University College of Design, shows possibilities for constructing a living space built with homeowners' living
patterns and preferences in mind. Each month we profile a new home, selected by an expert panel, from designs by area architects. The goal: to offer inspiration and
knowledge that can be applied to any living space.
BY JEREMY FICCA

the project

s Raleigh and Wake County continue to
grow, the demand for single-family housing increases. While much of this demand
is satisfied through development along
Raleigh’s outer rings, attention increasingly is turning to existing housing inside the Beltline.
Many older bungalows are being returned to
their previous glory, albeit with modern amenities.
Still, a large number of houses from the ’50s, ’60s
and ’70s, typically ranches, suffer a less pleasant fate.
The age, modest size and perceived lack of style classify many of them as prime candidates for teardown.
The Ball Residence, inside the Raleigh Beltline, escaped that outcome. In many ways, this is not your
grandmother’s ranch.
This residential renovation and addition, designed by Cherry Huffman Architects in Raleigh,
shows the potential of working with existing housing and evaluating property for more than just land
value.
A spare yet gracious entry porch, which begins at
the driveway and leads to the front door, welcomes
visitors to the Ball Residence. For Louis Cherry, architect of the project, “The porch expresses an important relationship with the existing trees.” A series of inverted-U-shaped wooden columns and

ball residence

GUEST COLUMNIST
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Cherry Lane, Raleigh
architect |
Cherry Huffman
Architects, Louis
Cherry, principal in
charge
135 E. Martin St.,
Raleigh
Phone: 821-0805
location | Raleigh
square footage |
1,372 – original house
847 addition

welcome

Visitors to the Ball
Residence enter a spare
yet gracious entry porch, which begins at the driveway and leads
to the front door.

SEE BALL, PAGE 5E

■ notions

design attributes |
ranch house renovation adds modern
touches but remains
in scale with the
neighborhood and
compellingly reuses
existing housing stock

by Marcy Smith. Your community center for local crafting culture.

Beneath the fleece was a friend
H

is name was Gideon.
Son of Perquita, and named for his
caregiver’s great-grandfather on her
father’s side.
He stood about hip-height and weighed 200
to 250 pounds, but he carried his weight well.
Big-boned, you know.
His face was handsome, distinguished, even
as he sported a yellow flowered jacket. He had
a look in his dark eyes, like he knew what I was
thinking: “How I would love to run my fingers
through those lush locks, pull out the tangles,
caress the curls.” Oh, my.
Gideon chewed voraciously on the moment
— nothing to rue, no future goals to weigh him
down. His daily rest tallied about 16 hours; the

other eight were given over to eating. Once
a year, he had a haircut. A man’s dream life.
As you might expect, his earning capacity
was low. His only income was from the annual
sale of his Samson-like locks, netting about
$500 over his lifetime. Like his twin sister
Deborah, he had fleece that was a rich blend
of browns and grays, not unlike my own locks.
It was about 5 inches long, just about right for
happy spinning.
This was the main draw.
But subtract from his income the cost of
feeding him, clothing him, worming him, repairing the fences, sowing grass seed in the
pasture. And, toward the end, the medical
care that tipped the equation.

Stalwart, he revealed a bad hoof only
through a slight limp that gave way to an allout leg failure. An iodine and water wash was
given in a fruitless search for hidden gravel or
another irritant. He worsened. An aggressive
hoof trim revealed an abscess far enough gone
to become systemic. An antibiotic fought it but
did not win.
Gideon died in a field on a hot day, hoofs
tucked under a fence that he could not navigate.
He was young — only 8. That translates to
about 35 in people years. In his prime.
His name was Gideon, and herein lies the

His face was handsome, distinguished, and he had a look in
his dark eyes like he could tell what you were thinking.

SEE NOTIONS, PAGE 3E
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BALL

5E
the plan

By carefully choosing the
alterations, owners were able to
receive a transformed property on a limited budget
— one that reflects their desire to live with less.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1E

beams supports a canopy of steel
grate. The result — a rhythmic
procession that references a line
of trees in the front yard — is a
contemporary interpretation of
the Southern porch.
The south-facing metal grate
canopy creates an enclosure while
allowing light and air to pass
through. The new porch solves a
problem found in many ranch
houses, a lack
of meaningful
physical connection between
the
driveway and
the front door.
It also exemplifies a major aim
of the client and
Louis Cherry the architect —
is the
any addition to
architect.
the
house
should act as a
modern expression while remaining true to the original design.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JAMES WEST
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Do more with less

getting rhythm

A series of inverted-U-shaped wooden columns
and beams supports a canopy of steel grate. The
result — a rhythmic procession that references a line of trees in the front yard —
is a contemporary interpretation of the Southern porch.

The interior materials are limited yet rich. Maple veneer covers
the walls and cabinets that define
the kitchen space, while dark slate
dramatically sets the two vertical
stone walls apart from the surrounding white ceiling and walls.

quiet space

Where the front porch
provides a welcoming
link to the public, other spaces offer retreats
free from the distractions of the street.

These two walls are indicative of
the project, Cherry says — “to do
more with fewer pieces as both a
response to the budget as well as
the homeowner’s minimalist philosophy.”
The generous space that forms
the living room, dining room and
kitchen was accomplished by removing a major load-bearing wall
that ran parallel to the front of the
house. In its place, a steel beam
was added to the attic to support
the weight of the ceiling and roof.
The result? A continuous unbroken ceiling plane that makes this
2,200-square-foot house feel much
larger than it is.
The kitchen, near a rear northfacing wall of glass, is more akin
to a large piece of minimal furniture than a conventional room. It
is positioned in the house so that
the wood walls that define its
boundaries do not touch the walls
of the existing house. From outside the kitchen, the result is a
large wooden box that carefully
disguises the kitchen within.
As you move through the public space of the house, a dense collection of pine trees draws your
eyes through the rear exterior
patio space and toward the gently sloping yard. A collection of
large existing glass windows and

newly added sliding glass doors
aims to connect the interior living spaces with the exterior.
The exterior patio space is completed by the addition of a master
bedroom suite to the east and the
renovation of a small storage
building. The exterior walls of
these spaces in concert with the
existing house help to define the
boundaries of this exterior room,
providing privacy while narrowing one’s view and projecting the
space to the foliage beyond.
Wide, gently terraced steps negotiate the change in elevation
that runs the depth of the lot and
provide direct access to the rear
yard. From here, the subtle and
skillful stitching of house to landscape is evident.
Where the front porch provided
a welcoming link to the public
realm of the street, the rear patio
and terrace offer a retreat free
from the distractions of the street.
Similar to the vertical stone
planes found inside, these two
horizontal planes address two basic yet fundamental provisions of
a house, a link to the public and
a place of repose.
A redesign such as the Ball Residence provides an example of a
solution to a common renovation
need. The limited number of care-

He paints portraits of home

fully chosen alterations are proof
of the ability to achieve a significant transformation despite a
limited budget. The minimalist
strategy is driven in part by economics, but it also reflects a desire of the homeowner to live with
less. As land and home values
continue their ascent, we should
look to the example set in the
Ball Residence and more closely
assess the latent potential in ex-

Jeremy Ficca is a past faculty
member in the School of
Architecture at N.C. State
University and a current
faculty member in the School of
Architecture at Carnegie Mellon
University. He and his wife
are partners in the firm
Ficca Architecture,
based in Pittsburgh.
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Introducing...

The Potting Shed
Bring In Your Own Pots Or
Choose From Our Excellent
Selection For A Beautiful

CUSTOM PLANTED
CONTAINER!

Good Selection of Perennials:

BY NICOLE TSONG

• Black-eyed Susans
• Grasses
• Stella D’Oro Daylilies • Variegated Liriope

SEATTLE TIMES

WOODINVILLE, Wash.
ndy Eccleshall spends most
of his days indoors on the
large and the dramatic —
he paints landscapes, underwater
scenes and realistic multidimensional murals in homes.
But lately, Eccleshall has been
outside, studying exterior details
like trim, banisters and windows.
The 39-year-old paints houses —
but not in the way you may think.
He paints pictures of homes and
their architecture.
“People have such an emotional
attachment to their homes,” Eccleshall said. “They don’t necessarily want a painting of how it
looks, but a painting that encompasses how they feel.”
People come to him for contemporary portraits of their
homes, or historical renditions
based on old photographs.
Some clients choose his BeauxArts style, where he paints a
sepia-toned watercolor that also
can be shown with house plans to
resemble an architectural print.
Some even want portraits of the
family homes they grew up in.
His work ranges in price from
$250 to $2,500.
Michelle Van Tassell asked Eccleshall to paint her 1920s home
so she could have a contemporary painting that complemented
a historic picture of the house.
“I wanted to show the history
of the house and the progression
and how it’s evolved over the
years and actually have those images in our home,” Van Tassell
said.
Painting murals in homes occupies most of Eccleshall’s time,
but his Fine Home Portraits side
business allows him to indulge in
a passion for architecture. He
started off doing architectural il-
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Fall VEGGIES Are Here!
• Collards • Cabbage • Curly Kale
• Lettuce • Broccoli • Spinach
• Brussel Sprouts • Cauliflower
& More!
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Check out our

Wonderful Fall &
Halloween Decor!
707 Semart Dr.,
Raleigh, NC 828-5337
SUMMER HOURS!
Mon-Fri 9:00-5:30 • Sat 9-6

Visit Our Website For A More Complete Listing! www.logantrd.com

Glazed Outdoor Containers...30% OFF
Orchid & Tropical Pottery.....20% OFF
(Excludes Italian Pottery/Sale Ends 08-26-07

Andy Eccleshall paints a home undergoing a remodel, using a photograph from the owner as
reference. Eccleshall has found a niche capturing homeowners’ emotional attachment.

FALL
MUMS

SEATTLE TIMES PHOTO BY DEAN RUTZ

“People have such an emotional attachment to
their homes. [They want] a painting that
encompasses how they feel.”
ANDY ECCLESHALL
lustrations in the United Kingdom, where he was born, before
moving into murals more than a
decade ago.
Eccleshall, who grew up in a
town founded around the year
900, has loved architecture since
he was a child. Seattle, where he
has lived for the past six years, is
rich with beautiful buildings, he
said.
“I’m a sucker for the old ones,”
he said.
He loves the stately old homes

on Capitol Hill, especially those
with original detail from the turn
of the century, but he also admires the adventurous and contemporary Seattle Public Library.
For home portraits, Eccleshall
starts by taking pictures of a
home and its details from different angles and does research to
ensure historical accuracy for
older homes. He works out of his
home studio, surrounded by pictures of homes he has painted,
including an elegant one in St.

John, New Brunswick, Canada,
where his wife, Ingrid, once
stayed.
Home portraits are more detailed and illustrative than larger,
more physical murals, he said,
and require a different set of artistic skills to make them look realistic. The structure must look like
it can hold itself up, and Eccleshall also is careful about color
and light.
But he also can play around,
adding a romantic feeling or historical details that are long gone.
People generally want a portrait
that somehow reflects how much
they love their home, he said.
“It’s kind of like a portrait, but
also architecture,” he said. “It can
be almost anything.”

New Shipment
of Orchids
New

MONROVIA SHIPMENT

Beautiful Fall Containers & Landscape Plants
Best Selection of Camelias in the Triangle-Over 170 in Stock!
5217 Atlantic Avenue
Store Hours: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm; Sun 11am-5pm
Raleigh, NC 27616 www.AtlanticAvenueGarden.com • (919) 878-8877
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isting houses.

CAPITAL BLVD.

Inside the home, the goal was
minimalism. While some may associate ranch houses with smaller,
disconnected and dimly lit rooms,
the Ball Residence couldn’t be
more different.
When visitors enter the home,
they see a dark, floor-to-ceiling vertical stone wall, positioned opposite the front door, which helps to
hide the kitchen cooktop beyond.
This “greeting wall,” as Louis
Cherry calls it, serves as a focal
point to the generous living space.
A second wall of identical material contains the fireplace. Together,
these two walls act as sculptural
planes and direct the view through
a horizontal opening in the perimeter kitchen wall and out toward
the lush backyard.
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